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About This Game

Your escape from the zombies continues - now with even more of a bite! Play your cards right and escape the blood-thirsty
zombies and their hunger for human brains once again.

After the outbreak of the first zombie epidemic many survivors managed to escape to an island. But they're in for a nasty
surprise. When leftovers of the contaminated tofu regrettably end up on the island, another zombie invasion begins. Is there

still any chance of survival?

Now your nail-biting escape back to the mainland starts. Enjoy many challenging solitaire matches and entertaining mini games
as you find your way back through a land full of swaying undead and make sure you don't miss that last flight to safety.

 Sequel to the popular solitaire adventure

 Undo Button

 100% GMO and Gluten FREE!*

 Including community feedback from the first Zombie Solitaire

 Achievements + Trading cards (yeaahh)
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 Optimized and more challenging solitaire levels

 100+ exciting levels

 Numerous power-ups and useful wildcards

 Challenging Match 3 duels

 Multiple-choice text adventures

*may contain traces of braiiiinzz

MORE OF OUR GREAT CASUAL GAMES

https://store.steampowered.com/app/820910/Last_Resort_Island/

https://store.steampowered.com/app/755950/Fantasy_Quest_Solitaire/
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zombie solitaire 2 chapter 1 download. zombie solitaire 2 chapter 1. zombie solitaire 2 chapter 3 level 15

Good fun solitaire, with the occasional match 3. 8\/10. Great game to pass time with
personally liked the match 3 games but found the wheres the item hidden bit pointless dont appear often in the game but that
sections prob not aimed at entertaining an adult

i prefer chapter one over chapter 2 but if you like this...chapter 2s almost the same. Surprisingly good. I truly could have lived
without the manditory "Candy Crush" level set but this game isn't that bad. If you liked the first Z.S., this game is 'more of the
same'.. Might be a good game, but when I run it full screen, much of the screen of unavailable and therefore the game is
unplayable. Of course, the options don't allow you to select your resolution. I run 1920 x 1080, a very common resolution, and
for me this is a game breaker.

Yes you can run it windowed, and it works, but the window is too small and I could not get it to resize.

Refund pending.. Nice little solitaire card game, and the devs are super friendly and helpful, recommended.. I bought all three
chapters of ZS bundled on a whim, and so far I'm glad I did. Just finished Ch. 1 and had a good time playing it. I will say that
there are a few levels where cards get stuck on the board and cannot be removed unless using the rifle to shoot them off. At
other times a card will get stuck and not come off until a later play. This seemed to happen more often in the higher levels. I
liked the power ups and found I used the Joker and the rifle more than anything. It was like Christmas when those would come
hidden under cards.

While I did enjoy the game quite a bit, I HATED the match three Candy Crush type mini game! Would have loved a "Skip"
button for those. I don't like that game and I was never able to beat it without going into Casual mode. It seemed way harder
than it needed to be right up until the very last one.

The little text adventures were fun. The Hidden Object portions tended to be really easy, but still provided a little variation in
the game.

While at times the solitaire hands did seem rather easy, overall it was fun and pretty relaxing. I'm looking forward to digging
into my next two chapters!
. Hooray! Zombie Solitaire got an upgrade! I liked the first game enough and now there is more of it to play through. This one is
much more fun, active and has more games: such as match-3 and hidden object (but mostly you play the card games). Events
that pop up make you think. You get upgrades and other useful items + pretty stickers! Who doesn't want to collect those? We
all do! Match 3 was the most hardest obsticle that I found, but I got lucky enough to win. Woo! ^-^ Can't wait to play more of
these. Thank you for making this game!!! :))))))!. Match 3 mini games are impossible to 3 star, well most of them. I think I
spent more time in one of the match 3 puzzles then I did beating the whole game. Still a must have for solitaire fans for a fun,
casual game to pass time.. Always enjoy games like these.
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Version 1.2.46 - Now Available:
This is just a quick update that fixes and small but fairly serious issue in the unlocking of some areas of the game world. I know
this might sound vague so if you're really interested you can read the spoilers below.

Fixes. Version 1.2.47 - Now Available:
Another quick update to fix a small edge case bug in one of the levels and a bit of light.

Fixes. Friday Update - Version 1.3.51:
Another week and another Friday update. It's a pretty big one this week with lots of little fixes and a few much requested
features.

Updates. Version 1.0.43 - Now Available:
Thanks for all the great feedback you've given me over the past few days as well as the nice clear reports of the bugs and issues
a few of you have had. I've put together a new version that resolves lots of these and I'm working to make more improvements
and fixes in the coming days and weeks.

 Fixes. Coming Soon.:
With Greenlight out of the way it's time to get back to the science, and some other things. The plan is to keep you all informed
(and maybe occasionally entertained) about the build up to release day.

So, what's next?
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